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MECHANICAL PROPERTIES OF MUSCLE D. R. Wilkie different lengths before stimulation, the tension developed is seen to be a function of muscle length, as shown by the upper curve in fig. 2. Tension development is greatest when the muscle has about the same length as it had in the animal's body, which was 31 mm. in this case. Resting muscle is an elastic body, partly because of the connective tissue which it contains. The stress-strain curve for the resting muscle is shown by the lower curve in fig. 2. The series elastic component. There is a great deal of evidence (see Wilkie, 1954, p. 308 forreferences)that muscle consists of two components in series. The " contractile component " is the part which is altered by stimulation and is capable of active tension development and shortening. In series with it is an undamped passive " elastic element" through which the contractile component has to transmit its force to the muscle tendon. The separate existence of these two components is perhaps most clearly demonstrated by the type of experiment illustrated in fig. 3 (Wilkie, 1956). The experimental arrangement is. shown in fig. 3a. The muscle is stimulated either by a single shock or by a series of shocks, but is prevented from shortening by the electromagnetic stop. It therefore develops tension isometrically. At a chosen moment the stop is withdrawn and the subsequent movement of the lever is recorded (fig. 3b). The movement shows two distinct phases—a rapid, almost vertical up-stroke due to the sudden shortening of the undamped series elastic component, followed by a much slower phase which is the shortening of the active contractile component. The amount of sudden shortening depends on the difference between the load on the lever and the isometric tension in the
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Resting muscle is soft and freely extensible. On stimulation the muscle passes into a new physical state—it becomes hard, develops tension, resists stretching, lifts loads. This article deals with the problem of defining the new physical state in exact mechanical terms. Most of the research on this subject has been performed on the striated muscle of the frog, and for the sake of clarity the conclusions will be presented in concrete form, as the results of a set of experiments performed with the apparatus shown in fig. 1. The muscle, a frog's sartorius (a), lies on an array of stimulating electrodes. Its pelvic end is clamped rigidly and its free tibial end is attached to a light duralumin lever (b) pivoted on ball-bearings. The position of this lever, and thus the length of the muscle, is recorded by a photoelectric arrangement which is not shown. Forces may be applied to the muscle by loading it (c) (the load is applied near the fulcrum in order to reduce the effects of inertia); and the length of the resting muscle adjusted by moving the stop (d). For some purposes it is necessary to have an electro-magnetic stop (e) which can be- removed at any moment during the contraction. Instead of recording length changes in the muscle, one can record tension changes by means of the transducer (f). This is a small valve (RCA 5734) whose anode can be moved from outside, thus converting changes of tension into changes of voltage. Twitch and tetanus. If the muscle is stimulated by a single short electric shock it responds by a " twitch ", i.e., a phase of contraction followed by a phase of relaxation. If the stimulus' is repeated before the first response has had time to die away, the second response becomes fused on to the first. If the stimulus is repeated regularly at a high enough frequency (say, 30/sec. in frog sartorius at 0° C), individual responses can no longer be detected, and the muscle shows a smooth, maintained contraction, or " tetanus ". Clearly it is much simpler to examine the mechanical state of the muscle during a tetanus than during the transient twitch. The exact relationship between twitch and tetanus will be dealt with later.



FIG. 1. DIAGRAM O F APPARATUS FOR MEASURING M E C H A N I C A L PROPERTIES OF MUSCLE



a: b: c: d: e: f:



1. Isometric Contraction: the Tension-Length Carre



If the muscle is held at fixed length (i.e., attached directly to the transducer (f) in fig. 1) and tetanized, it responds by developing tension. If the resting muscle is set at various 177
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muscle (frog's'sartorius) lying on stimulating electrodes duralumin lever muscle load movable stop electro-magnetic stop transducer



MECHANICAL PROPERTIES OF MUSCLE D. R. Wilkie FIG. 2. TETANIC TENSION-LENGTH CURVE, IN STIMULATED MUSCLE (UPPER CURVE) AND STRESS-STRAIN CURVE FOR RESTING MUSCLE (LOWER CURVE)



Abscissae: muscle length (mm.) Ordlnates: tension (g.wt.) - • Isotonlc recording • -x Isometric recording xa: arrangement of apparatus b: the zero of the abscissae Is at the In-situ length of the muscle (31 mm. In this case). Three control determinations of the isometric tension developed at this length were made at various times during the experiment.



muscle at the moment of release. By repeating the experiment with different loads one can measure the amount of sudden movement corresponding to each load, and thus plot out the stress-strain curve of the series elastic component. The result is shown in fig. 4. In this experiment not only has the load been varied but also the moment of release has been set at various times following a single stimulus. The different curves in the figure thus represent measurements of the stress-strain curve made at different moments during a single twitch. The fact that all the curves fall on top of one another indicates that the series component is an inert object which is present all the time, not one which is called into being as a result of the stimulus and which disappears with the disappearance of activity in the muscle. However, it is not clear what is the anatomical location of the series elastic component. Part of it must reside in the tendinous filaments into which the muscle fibres are inserted. The remainder may be a property of submicroscopic structures within the fibres, e.g. the Z-line region of the I band (Szent-Gyorgyi, 1953). The series elastic component has an important effect on the mechanical properties of the whole muscle, for it smooths out rapid changes in tension. Thus it often makes a nuisance of itself in experiments which are aimed at examining the mechanical properties of the contractile component; for, whenever the tension is changing, the length of the elastic



component must be changing too. This change in length (which can be calculated from the stress-strain curve) must be subtracted from the change in length of the whole muscle in order tofindthe length change in the contractile component. 2. Isotonic Contraction The need to correct for the series elastic component is largely eliminated by recording isotonically (fig. 5a). The load is supported by a stop until the muscle has developed enough tension to lift it. After that, the tension in the muscle remains constant throughout shortening, so the series elastic component must remain at constant length throughout each contraction. The inertia of the apparatus must be kept as small as possible by using a very light lever and by hanging the load very near to its pivot; for the effective inertia of the load is reduced in proportion to the lever ratio. The inertia can be still further reduced, if required, by hanging the load on a spring. A set of isotonic shortenings against various loads is shown infig.5b. As the load is increased, three changes are apparent: (i) the latent period gets longer; (ii) the maximum amount of shortening gets less; and (iii) the initial velocity of shortening, i.e., the initial slope of the curve, also decreases. i. The latent period is equal to the time taken for the muscle to develop isometric tension equal to the isotonic load. The larger the tension, the longer the time taken to reach that tension. Thus, if one were to plot latent period against isotonic load, the graph would be identical with the isometric tension-time curve. FIG. 3. DETERMINATION OF THE STRESS-STRAIN CURVE OF THE SERIES ELASTIC COMPONENT OF MUSCLE



t



a: arrangement of apparatus b f Abscissae: time Ordlnates: shortening The dots occur at 20-mstc Intervals and are 2 mm. above the base line. Note that the curves read from right to left.
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MECHANICAL PROPERTIES OF MUSCLE D. R. Wilkie FIG. 5. ISOTONIC CONTRACTION OF TETANIZED MUSCLE AT 0 ° C



FIG. 4. STRESS-STRAIN CURVE OF THE SERIES ELASTIC COMPONENT OF MUSCLE, AT VARIOUS TIMES AFTER A SINGLE STIMULUS, USING EXPERIMENTAL ARRANGEMENT SHOWN IN FIG. 3
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a: arrangement of apparatus b: curves showing contraction at following tensions, reading from top to bottom: 1, 23, 5.0,10.0, 20.0, 30.0 (g.wt.)



ii. The curve of maximum shortening against load is the same as the tension-length curve already determined from isometric observations. In fig. 2 the curve indicated by dots was obtained from isotonic experiments, the curve shown by crosses from isometric ones, on the same muscle. Put into more general terms this means that, when the shortening velocity of the contractile component is zero (i.e., when tension rise or shortening have reached their maximum), the tension in the muscle is a function of its length only; it does not depend, for example, on the initial conditions or on the route taken to reach final equilibrium. This statement needs some qualification; for there is evidence, at present incomplete, that it is strictly true only if the initial length of the muscle is not very much greater than the in-situ length. iii. If one plots isotonic force against initial velocity of shortening, a curve of characteristic shape is obtained (fig. 6). The curve shows that even when there is no load on the muscle the velocity has a certain limited value. It does not become infinite as would that of an undamped elastic body. (The difference is shown clearly by the two phases of shortening in fig. 3b.) When the velocity is zero, i.e. under isometric conditions, the force is maximal. The line joining these two end-points is curved, not straight. This shows that, if the system is a viscous-elastic one, the viscosity must be nonlinear. However, there is other evidence, notably that from heat measurements (Hill, 1938), which indicates that the velocity is not limited by a passive internal viscosity in the muscle; it is much more probable that the chemical reactions which produce muscular energy are themselves controlled by the force on the muscle. The shape of the force-velocity curve is more or less the same for muscles from many different types of animal. In all cases the maximum isometric tension is about the same—



1 or 2 kg./cm.a However, the velocity scale varies enormously between quick striated muscles (e.g. frog sartorius at 25° C.) and slow smooth ones (e.g. the retractor muscle of the snail pharynx). Many algebraic equations can be fitted to the force-velocity FIG. 6. FORCE-VELOCITY CURVE OF TETANIZED MUSCLE AT 0° C. 50r-
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Small circles: experimental points Large circles: points "used u p " In fitting the theoretical curve. Agreement between theory and experiment is significant only at other points on the curve. Curve drawn from Hill's equation (see text, section 2).
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Abscissae: force (g.wt.) Ordinates: velocity (mm./sec)



• MECHANICAL PROPERTIES OF MUSCLE D. R. Wilkie curve. The most important of them is the one given by Hill (1938): (P + a)(V + b) = (Po + a)b where P = force, V = dx\dt = velocity, PQ = isometric tension, a and b are constants with the dimensions of a force and a velocity respectively. Arranging the equation in this form makes it clear that the force-velocity curve is part of a rectangular hyperbola. The equation can also be rearranged into the form V = (Po — P)b/(P + a), which may be more evocative, for it shows that the velocity depends on the difference between the actual force acting on the muscle (P) and the maximum force which it could develop (Pj). Not only does Hill's equation fit the experimental forcevelocity curves of many different types of muscle; but also one of its constants (a) can be determined independently from either mechanical or thermal measurements, and the two estimates agree reasonably well. It should be noted that, since Po appears in it as a constant, Hill's equation can be applied only near the flat top of the tension-length curve, where the muscle has about its in-situ length. Moreover, since the elastic component has been eliminated by recording isotonically, the equation applies to the contractile component alone.



impossible to solve them algebraically, because they are nonlinear. The result must then be obtained by computational methods or, much more simply and quickly, by building an electrical analogue circuit (Wilkie, 1950b). The contractile component is imitated by a battery in series with a non-linear resistor; the elastic component by a non-linear capacitance and the external load by appropriate inductances (= inertias) and batteries (= forces). 4. Twitch and Tetanus: the Active-State Curve



The physical state of a muscle is exactly the same during the early part of a twitch and during a tetanus. (After all, the muscle cannot know after the first stimulus whether or not other stimuli are coming.) However, the contracted state or " active state " does not last very long; and after only one stimulus there is not time for the isometric tension or the isotonic shortening to reach their full (tetanic) values. The exact way in which the active state appears and disappears has been intensively studied in recent years, for there is abundant evidence that many drugs act by altering the time-course of this process. Definition of active state. The intensity of the active state at any instant is defined as " the isometric tension which the contractile component can develop (or just bear without lengthening) at that instant". The tension in the whole muscle follows a much slower time-course because of the series elastic component. The onset of activity begins very soon after the stimulus. The first change in mechanical properties (at 0° C.) can be detected after 3 msec. (Hill, 1951b); spontaneous tension development after about 12 msec. (Abbott & Ritchie, 1951); and isotonic shortening after about 20 msec. (Hill, 1951a). Since isotonic shortening begins at its full maximum speed, one may conclude that by this time the active state has already reached its full intensity.



3. Dynamic Performance with Various Types of Load In the region of its length in situ, the mechanical behaviour of the tetanized whole muscle thus appears to be fully determined by the equation V={P0P)bl(P +a)d= x is the equation of the stress-strain curve, known experimentally from fig. 4. This makes it possible to predict how the muscle will react when it is confronted by any specified mechanical system. Inserting the appropriate relationship (imposed by the external mechanical conditions) into the above equation, the following cases have FIG. 7. ACTIVE-STATE CURVE OBTAINED FROM EXPERIMENTAL been worked out: TENSION-TIME CURVES i. Isometric contraction; V = 0, therefore (Pe - P)b/(P + a) = d(MP))/dt i.e., the rate of internal shortening of the contractile component = rate of internal lengthening of the elastic component. The solution to this equation describes the way in which isometric tension rises with time. It is in good accord with experimental fact (Hill, 1938; Wilkie, 1950a). ii. Imposed constant velocity (LevinWyman lever); V= constant (Hill, 1938). iii. Inertia wheel; P = M dV/dt (Hill, 1940). iv. Inertia + constant force F; P = F + M dV/dt. This is the situation which confronts a muscle in the living body. The predicted 400 msec. result, which becomes oscillatory under Abscissae: time (msec.) certain conditions, is in good agreement Ordlnates: tension (g.wt.) with experimental findings (Wilkie, 1950a). a: arrangement of apparatus Although it is easy enough to write b: curve (interrupted line) drawn through peaks of tension-time curves shows decline down these differential equations, it is often in intensity of active state (as described in section 4) 180
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MECHANICAL PROPERTIES OF MUSCLE D. R. Wilkie Curve i (cf.fig.4) does not depend directly on the contractile machinery. Curves ii and iii (cf.figs.2b and 6) seem to express the properties of the contractile proteins inside the muscle fibres. Similar curves are obtained from glycerol-extracted muscle fibres, activated by adenosinetriphosphate; and even from artificial threads of muscle protein which has been in free solution (see, for example, Weber & Portzehl, 1954). In contrast, curve iv (cf.fig.7b) arises from the mechanism by which the contractile machinery is switched on and off in response to changes of potential at the cell membrane. Each of the curves gives only a partial view of the active muscle, for each of them is made by holding all but two of the parameters constant and observing the relationship between the remaining pair. How should one combine the curves when all the parameters are varying at once, as they may do in an actual contraction ? Shortening and the tension-length curve. The force-velocity



The plateau of activity. Activity remains at full intensity for an appreciable time after the stimulus (40 msec, at 0° C , 10 msec, at 20° C). During this period the muscle behaves exactly as though it had been tetanized (Macpherson & Wilkie, 1954). If the effect of the series elastic component is removed by a quick stretch of appropriate amount (Hill, 1949) or by sudden isotonic loading (Wilkie, unpublished, 1955), the muscle can develop, or bear, the full tetanic tension. The decline of activity. The apparent duration of the plateau varies inversely with the sensitivity of the tensionrecording apparatus employed. Thus, if a piezo-electric crystal is used instead of a transducer valve, the first decline from the plateau can be detected at 34 msec. (Ritchie, 1954a) instead of the 40 msec, quoted above. The falling phase of the active-state curve can be determined without this ambi• guity by the method described by Ritchie (1954b). When the rate of change of tension in a muscle is zero, its elastic component must be at unchanging length. This occurs at the peak of an isometric twitch; and, since the total muscle length and the length of the elastic component are then both unchanging, the contractile element must also then be neither lengthening nor shortening. In this situation, the tension which it exerts (which is the same as the tension exerted by the whole muscle) must be equal to the intensity of the active state, according to the definition given above. By releasing the muscle at various instants after the stimulus, Ritchie obtains a set of twitch-like tension records (fig. 7b). The peak of each of them must lie on the active-state curve, which is thus indicated by the interrupted line infig.7b. The apparatus is arranged as shown in fig. 7a. The (unloaded) lever is prevented from moving by the stop, and is attached to the transducer by a slack connexion. The amount of slack does not matter so long as it is greater than the amount by which the series elastic component is stretched at the height of contraction—that is, about 1.5 mm. (seefig.4). When the muscle is stimulated, it develops tension isometrically, but this is not recorded. When the stop is suddenly removed, the series elastic component shortens abruptly (as in fig. 3b) and the tension falls to zero. However, an active contractile component then redevelops tension, which is recorded as infig.7b. The later the release, the less tension redevelops. The active-state curve is very easily influenced. Its falling phase is delayed by adrenaline, caffeine (Goffart & Ritchie, 1952), nitrate, bromide, iodide (Hill & Macpherson, 1954), quinine (Lammers & Ritchie, 1955), certain quaternary ammonium salts (Ritchie & Wilkie, 1956); also by previous stimulation (Ritchie & Wilkie, 1955), decrease in temperature (Macpherson & Wilkie, 1954), or increase in hydrostatic pressure (Wilkie, unpublished,. 1954). These effects are probably all mediated at the surface of the muscle fibres (Hill & Macpherson, 1954).



FIG. 8. THEORETICAL A N D EXPERIMENTAL ISOT O N I C TWITCHES AT VARYING TENSIONS, FOR MUSCLES A T T W O INITIAL LENGTHS (Lo A N D Lg-6)
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5. The Characteristic Carves of Muscle In earlier sections the mechanical condition of active muscle has been specified by four curves: i. The stress-strain curve (fig. 4) of the series elastic component, x = /iCP); ii. the tension-length curve (fig. 2b), Po = ft(x) ; iii. the force-velocity curve (fig. 6), dxjdt=f3(P) ; iv. the active-state curve (fig. 7b), Po = f^t). P = force, Po = isometric force, X = length, t = time, /i» ft, e t c - are to be regarded purely as empirical functions defined by the experimentally determined shapes of the curves.



200 IOO 30O Abscissae: time after stimulus (msec) Ordlnates: shortening (mm.) a: muscle length (LQ) b: muscle length (Lo-6)



Circles: experimental curves Lines: theoretical curves The number on each pair of curves Indicates the isotonic tension in g.wt.
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MECHANICAL PROPERTIES OF MUSCLE D. R. Wilkie curve, dx/dt = f3(P) can be written in algebraic form (Hill's equation): dx/dt = (Po - P)b/(P + a)



Tnis equation can be tested by inserting experimentally determined values for Po, a, b, and for the tension-length and active-state curves; then integrating to find how x changes with / for different values of/*; i.e., one predicts the shapes of isotonic twitches against various loads. This work (Ritchie & Wilkie, 1955,1956) is still in progress. Results so far show fair accord between theory and experiment, as illustrated in fig. 8 : the curves show the results obtained when the equation is tested for two different initial lengths of muscle, as well as for several different loads. This equation may therefore be regarded tentatively as the general equation describing the mechanical properties of muscle; from it the various characteristic curves emerge as special cases. An analysis of the mechanical changes along these lines should make possible a more penetrating analysis of the various factors which influence muscular contraction. Thus many drugs alter the active-state curve only; temperature change alters both the active-state curve and the forcevelocity curve; while the tension-length curve is more or less independent of external influences. The curves thus appear to reflect separately the properties of separable parts of the contractile machinery.



Since Po appears in it as a constant, this equation applies only for small length changes in the region near the flat top of the tension-length curve. However, the equation can be modified to apply at other lengths by arranging that Po should vary with muscle length according to the tension-length curve: dx/dt =



- P)b/(P + a)



This equation describes the full range of shortening of the tetanized muscle with fair accuracy (Abbott & Wilkie, 1953). Dynamics of a single twitch. Hill's equation can be modified also to take account of the decline in activity following a single stimulus, by altering Po both as a function of time and of length: Po* is the original Po of Hill's equation, i.el, the tetanic tension at body-length, so the equation becomes



dx/dt



~P)b/(P + a).
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